K-9 PROTECTIVE WEAR MEASUREMENT SHEET

A. FRONT NECK MEASUREMENT
   Bottom of jaw to breastbone

B. BACK NECK MEASUREMENT
   Bottom of ear to same side shoulder blade

C. TOP LENGTH OF DOG
   From shoulder blade to beginning of tail

D. FULL LENGTH MEASUREMENT
   From neck center, around side, under tail, other side to the beginning point at neck

E. FRONT SHOULDER MEASUREMENT
   Leg joint from one side of dog to same point on other side

F. FULL Girth MEASUREMENT
   At dog's middle, measure around full girth of dog

G. HIND QUARTER MEASUREMENT
   Leg joint from one side of dog to same point on other side

Ballistic Type: _______________________________________________________

Ballistic Threat Level: _______________________________________________

Carrier Color: _______________________________________________________

ID Flaps/Wording & Color: _____________________________________________

City/Department: _____________________________________________________

Contact Name: _______________________________________________________

Contact Phone Number: _______________________________________________

Dog's Name: ____________________________ Weight: ____________ Breed: ____________

Handler’s Name: _____________________________________________________